FORMAN, Gideon

Gideon Forman is one of the GREATEST LUNATIC–PROHIBITION–TERRORISTS .
The CARNAGE caused by Forman and his organizations has
led to DESTROYED ECONOMIES , LOST JOBS AND HARDSHIP FOR PEOPLE, and WEAKENED COMMUNITIES .
His MERCILESS–TERRORIST–ACTIVITIES have EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED the Professional Lawn Care Industry.
Forman is an Enviro–Lunatic–Leader who has CONSPIRED
to IMPOSE the PROHIBITION of the use of pest control
products in the Urban Landscape.
Forman has operated as Activist, Leader, and Spokesman
for the following ENVIRONMENTAL–TERRORIST–ORGANI–
ZATIONS that CONSPIRED to PROHIBIT pest control products ―
●

Canadian Association of Physicians for the
Environment ( CAPE )

●

Toronto Environmental Alliance ( TEA )

Forman is also OPPOSED to PROHIBITION EXCEPTIONS for
the Golf Industry.
Since 2004, Gideon Forman has been Executive Director of
Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment.
Forman is the current heir apparent to the aging Enviro–
Lunatic–Leader David Suzuki; but, in order to ascend to
such a venerable position within the Environmental–
Terrorist–Movement, Forman will have to address those issues pertaining to his public image.

Whereas Suzuki projects the image of the kindly–wise–but–deadly Mister
Miyagi from the original Karate Kid movies, Forman’s demeanour, with his
goatee and stern Fu Manchu look, reminds people of the sinister MING THE
MERCILESS from the Flash Gordon films.
At least Suzuki has more class.
Forman has often been compelled to make public appearances in a WHITE
LABORATORY COAT , and present himself as a medical doctor, or as an expert in the Green Space Industry, when in fact he has NO expertise whatsoever.
Forman has even allowed supporters to use the abbreviation « Dr » in front
of his name, when in fact he has NOT obtained a doctorate–level degree of
ANY kind.
Since

the early 2000s, Forman CONSPIRED to IMPOSE LUNATIC–
TERRORIST–PROHIBITION in the City of Toronto and the Province of Ontario.
Forman has a MERE Master’s degree in philosophy from McGill University,
and has NO recognized expertise concerning pest control products.
Forman is NOT COMPETENT to give advice about pest control products.
CAPE was created for concealing the extremist views of supposedly moderate professionals, such as Enviro–Lunatic–Health–Care–Workers ( i.e. doctors and nurses ).
Surprisingly, MOST CAPE MEMBERS ARE NOT EVEN PHYSICIANS .
In 2009, Forman stated ―
<< You do n’t have to be a DOCTOR to join [ C APE ] ― thou sands
of our members are NOT physicians. >>
CAPE merely represents less than 4 per cent of all doctors in Canada.

Weasel–Words and Terror–Talk used by Gideon Forman ―

<< It’s [ t he p rohibitio n in Lo ndon, Ontario ] an enormou s victory. The way we see it , the new bylaw PROTECTS 350,000 people.
That’s a huge number of c it izens wh o will no lo nger be expo sed
to some VERY TOXIC SUBSTANCES . >>
[ ?!?! ]
―

2007

<<
While doctor s APPLAUD THE PROPOSAL TO BAN the sale of
three−hundred pe stic ide product s, we're disappointed the new
Act stops municip alitie s from passing stronger pe sticide le gislation. We’re also concerned that any exemptions ( i.e. the GOLF
INDUSTRY ) could permit the very cosmetic pestic ides this law is
supposed to proh ibit. >>
― 2008

<< All pe stic ides POSE RISKS and whe n it comes to those whose
only purpose is changing a property's appearance , the RISK simply
isn't worth it . >>
[ ?!?! ]
― March 2nd, 2009
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That Gideon Forman is an activist should come as no surprise.
The child of New York HIPPIE PEACE ACTIVISTS , he spent his 1960s childhood handing out leaflets around his Greenwich Village home.
In fact, 1960s American peace activists used POLITICAL SUBVERSION in order to AVOID SERVING THEIR COUNTRY in a time of war … they simply
wanted to avoid CONSCRIPTION .
Many Americans became so–called HIPPIE PEACE ACTIVISTS because …
•

They were UNPATRIOTIC and DISLOYAL to their country

•

They felt threatened by the DRAFT or CONSCRIPTION

•

They were associated with SUBVERSIVE groups like COMMUNISTS

•

They were conspiring to OUST President Nixon

•

They saw opportunities to acquire PROFIT and POWER

•

They COULD NOT HAVE CARED LESS about causes like peace

Forman’s family left New York’s HIPPIE PEACE ACTIVIST enclave and ran
away north when he was just eight years old.
In all likelihood, members of the Forman family were DRAFT DODGERS , and
moved to AVOID CONSCRIPTION by leaving the country and going into hiding.
As he grew up, Forman followed his parents’ example and got involved in
other POLITICALLY SUBVERSIVE activities.
This wiry man in his 40s has become one of Canada’s GREATEST LUNATIC–
PROHIBITION–TERRORISTS .

From 1997–2004, he was Vice–President of Strategic Communications Inc.,
a firm that provides political consulting and fund–raising advice to the non–
profit sector.
It is here that Forman began working on the Canadian Cancer Society, World
Wildlife Fund, and other ENVIRONMENTAL–TERRORIST–ORGANIZATIONS .
Forman also began volunteering with the Toronto Environmental Alliance,
working on a city–wide PROHIBITION on pest control products in the Urban
Landscape.
In 2004, Forman moved to Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment, a small group of ENVIRO–LUNATIC DOCTORS .
Although it is doubtful, Forman ALLEGES that membership has ballooned
from 450 to over 5,000.
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CAPE set out on an ambitious and high–profile campaign for public health,
and preventing the sorts of IMAGINARY DANGERS that MAY harm public
health.
Public support for LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION was optimistic, but
the campaign needed a little extra push.
Forman came up with a SUBVERSIVE strategy involving a PROHIBITION–
TERRORIST–ALLIANCE with Canadian Cancer Society.
Groups like the Canadian Cancer Society are MANDATED TO FOCUS ON RESEARCH for cures more than on fighting environmental causes.
Forman convinced the Cancer–Lunatics to MISAPPROPRIATE THEIR DOANTIONS AND THEIR RESOURCES in order to support HIS causes.
For example, in London, Ontario, the city council was set to vote on a LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION .
It was going to be a close vote, and the pro–ban camp needed to sway just
a few councillors to get it through.
Forman met with the local lunatics of Canadian Cancer Society.
Would their members COERCE , INTIMIDATE , ALARM , and TERRORIZE their
councillors and tell them they wanted LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION ?
Forman asked the Cancer–Lunatics to make this one political act by SQUANDERING THE RESOURCES OF 2,000 VOLUNTEERS in the community.
A volunteer base of 2,000 is a HUGE TERRORIST NETWORK .
These Cancer–Lunatics would give councillors the FALSE and FRAUDULENT
impression that the Environmental–Terrorist–Movement has considerable
size and power, when in fact, it does not.

The target councillors got more than 300 calls a week.
It was like CARPET–BOMBING and TERRORIZING a small hapless community.
The LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION passed easily in London.
With the help of Forman’s PROHIBITION–TERRORIST–ALLIANCES , Toronto
Environmental Alliance, Canadian Cancer Society, and many other local and
national groups have brought about more LUNATIC–TERRORIST–
PROHIBITIONS in other jurisdictions.
Today the focus is on Edmonton and Calgary, which Forman describes as
« the gateway for terrorists to infest the West »
Forman has now been wearing the mantle of LUNATIC MING THE MERCILESS ENVIRO–TERRORIST for more than half–a–decade.
Forman and CAPE are also busy on TERRORIZING OTHER INDUSTRIES , particularly involving climate change and green energy.
Bringing the PROHIBITION–TERRORIST–ALLIANCES to the table and uniting
Enviro–Lunatic doctors and nurses, Canadian Cancer Society, Canadian Lung
Association, and other groups, they may be formidable.
But what else could Forman do ?
<< Cl imate ch ange may be the de fining issue o f our ge nerat ion.
Not being invol ved in it would be like not being in the Vie tnam
War issue in the peace mo vement o f t he 1960s. >>
[ Wrong ! ]

Description of REPUGNANT–CAPE
Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment ( CAPE ) is an ENVIRONMENTAL–
TERRORIST–ORGANIZATION.
CAPE has CONSPIRED to ANNIHILATE the entire Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry by
PROMOTING the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of pest control
products.
In fact, pest control products are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY
IRREPLACEABLE.
PROHIBITION has led to LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting TERROR, DESPAIR, and DESTITUTION on THOUSANDS of hapless
victims throughout the Professional Lawn Care Industry.
CAPE is a VAST FUND–RAISING MILLIONAIRE MULTI–MILLION DOLLAR PROFIT–MAKING
MACHINE operated by a handful of Enviro–Lunatic–Activists who are PAID–FOR–PROFIT as
SUBVERSIVE LOBBYISTS.
CAPE has given its lunatics the mandate to COERCE, INTIMIDATE, MIS–INFORM, and ALARM
the public.
CAPE has also set its sights on the ANNIHILATING the GOLF INDUSTRY !
CAPE has publicly stated that it does not want ANY PROHIBITION EXCEPTIONS for the Golf
Industry.

Members of REPUGNANT–CAPE
CAPE is composed of Enviro–Lunatic–Health–Care–Workers and regular citizens ― however, most CAPE members are not even physicians.

In fact, CAPE represents an INFINITESIMALLY SMALL number of doctors.
CAPE merely represents LESS THAN 4 PER CENT of all doctors in Canada.
Moreover, CAPE was created for concealing the EXTREMIST VIEWS of supposedly moderate
professionals, such as Enviro–Lunatic–Health–Care–Workers ( i.e. Doctors and Nurses ).
Such views are evident within CAPE since one of its co–founders later became the first leader of the EXTREMIST Green Party of Canada, which acts as the POLITICAL SHIELD organization for the Environmental–Terror–Movement.
Not surprisingly, NOT A SINGLE CAPE–Lunatic has ANY recognized expertise, training or
background in matters concerning pest control products !
CAPE–Enviro–Lunatics have compensated for their lack of expertise by frequently resorting
to MYTHS, DECEPTIONS, FEAR–MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, COERCION, MISCONCEPTIONS, THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES about pest control products.

Self–Proclaimed Mandate of REPUGNANT–CAPE
CAPE is an Environmental–Terrorist–Organization claiming to be ...

« The national voice of physicians on issues of health and the environment. »
In fact, the principal mandate of CAPE has been to attract MORE MEMBERS, MORE DONATIONS, and MORE PROFIT by SCAMMING THE PUBLIC with the CONCOCTION of FRAUDULENT LIES and IMAGINARY DANGER about pest control products.

CAPE–Lunatics have fulfilled their PRETENTIOUS and SELF–PROCLAIMED mandate by giving
FALSE and FRAUDULENT impression that the public is being exposed to cancer–causing
agents whenever a pest control product is used in the Urban Landscape. [ Wrong ! ]
Moreover, CAPE–Lunatics have been DESPICABLE in their use the image of CHILDREN as
« the ultimate weapon of terror » in order to promote the LUNATIC–TERRORIST–
PROHIBITION of pest control products.
CAPE–Lunatics DO NOT use sound science in their criticism of pest control products.
CAPE–Lunatics are ONLY able to provide information based upon JUNK SCIENCE, thereby
avoiding SOUND SCIENCE in order to promote their cause.
CAPE–Lunatics know NOTHING about pest control products.
They LIE and LIE and LIE and LIE.
In fact, pest control products are HEALTH–CANADA–APPROVED and SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE.

CAPE–Lunatic Conspiracies Have Not Saved a SINGLE Life
REPUGNANT–CAPE has MISAPPROPRIATED the money that it collected from the public and
government by SQUANDERING hundreds of thousands of dollars on CONSPIRACIES leading
to the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of pest control products that
are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.
REPUGNANT–CAPE HAS NOT SAVED A SINGLE LIFE or PREVENTED A SINGLE CASE OF
CANCER with its PROHIBITION–CONSPIRACIES.

CAPE–Lunatics Could Not Care Less About Health of the Public
Instead of increasing the public’s awareness of the largest known preventable causes of
cancer, such as smoking and diet, Despicable–CAPE–Lunatics prefer SCAMMING, DECEIVING, and ALARMING the public into believing there is some IMAGINARY DANGER with conventional pest control products.
Rather than providing information for improving the lifestyle choices of the public that could,
without a doubt, actually save lives, Despicable–CAPE–Lunatics prefer concocting MYTHS,
DECEPTIONS, FEAR–MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION,
THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES about conventional pest control products.

Principal Interests and Agendas of REPUGNANT–CAPE
ONE ― The ACQUISITION AND RETENTION of massive amounts of PROFIT from government grants, the private sector, and individual memberships.
When given some power and money, CAPE–Lunatics feel compelled to impose their personal
life style–choices on society.
They do so by mis–representing the existing facts, and hence gleefully avoiding SOUND
SCIENCE in order to promote their cause.
TWO ― The ACQUISITION and RETENTION of FAME, CELEBRITY, AND POWER.
Many CAPE–Lunatics are narrow–minded and little people who are laymen, and do not even
have high education, or possess a degree of any kind.
Some CAPE–Lunatics feel compelled to make public appearances in laboratory coats.
CAPE–Lunatics falsely present themselves as medical doctors, or as experts in the Green
Space Industry.
CAPE often uses a mere 20–year–old uneducated secretary to provide inexperienced technical commentary and scientific mis–information to the media.
CAPE–Lunatics DO NOT KNOW WHAT THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT.
CAPE–Lunatics HAVE ISSUES.

Accomplishments of REPUGNANT–CAPE
2003 ― City of Toronto PROHIBITION of pest control products ― CAPE–Lunatics provided
SUBVERSIVE testimony during the pesticide by–law hearings.
2008 ― Government of Ontario PROHIBITION of pest control products ― CAPE–Lunatics
played key role in the SUBVERSIVE lobbying of Government Officials.

REPUGNANT–CAPE is more knowledgeable
than Health Canada ?!?!?
NO !
CAPE–Lunatics have conveniently considered the hundreds of qualified scientists of Health
Canada’s respected Pest Management Regulatory Agency to be incompetent and/or incapable of arriving at correct scientific findings concerning conventional pest control products.
In order to allow SOUND SCIENCE to be effectively practiced, it would be preferable leave
the interpretation of scientific research about pest control products to those people who ARE
competent to do it ― Health Canada, and NOT CAPE.
NO pest control product can be sold or used until Health Canada’s scientists have evaluated
ALL the existing evidence to determine whether the product meets stringent health and
safety requirements.
Conventional pest control products are SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE since they have been scrutinized and approved by the HUNDREDS of expert scientists at Health Canada !
Overall, when they are used properly, there are NO harmful irreversible effects to health
and the environment !

Budget and Financing of REPUGNANT–CAPE
The cost of a CAPE membership is one hundred dollars per year.
The CAPE operating budget appears to be less than 1,000,000 dollars per year, sustaining
about a dozen employees.

CAPE is MASSIVELY FINANCED by government and private sources with PROFIT that sustains a mere dozen CAPE–Lunatic employees with SAFE, SECURE, GUARANTEED, and WELL–
PAYING ENVIRO–TERRORIST–JOBS. ( i.e. employed as Environmental–Lunatic–Activists. )
Furthermore, the systematic PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products is a means
of making CAPE a RICH Environmental–Terror–Organization ― nonetheless, these products
are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.
Coincidentally, CAPE was provided with large sums of money by private and public funding
organizations during the period of time covering the public debates on the Toronto PROHIBITION and the Ontario PROHIBITION ( 2001–2008 ).
It is clear that the money helped pay for infra–structures and salaries for the purpose of influencing public policy concerning the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION.

History of Membership and Funding of REPUGNANT–CAPE

PROHIBITION
EVENT
2001.
On June 28th, 2001, The Supreme Court of
Canada unfortunately upheld the by–law
enacted by the Town of Hudson which prohibited the use of pest control products for
the Professional Lawn Care Industry and
Do–It–Yourself Homeowners. Agriculture
and Golf Industries were excepted.
2002.
The Province of Quebec moved to prohibit
the use of professional lawn care products
over a three–year period.
2002.
The City of Cobalt became the first municipality in the Province of Ontario to enact a
by–law restricting the use of pest control
products.

CAPE
MEMBERSHIP

CAPE
FUNDING

Le ss than
100

55,000 d ollars (2002–2003)
― The Ontario Trillium
Found ation (OTF), the f inancial shie ld use d by the G ov e rnme nt of Ontario to sup p ly
mone y to the Env ironme ntal
Te rror Mov e me nt.
46,575 d ollars (2002)
Laid law Found ation.

―

2003.
The City of Toronto passed a by–law restricting the outdoor use of pest control
products. This was challenged in court by
CropLife Canada Trade Association.
2004.
The Court of Appeal for Ontario concluded
that the City of Toronto DID have the authority to pass its by–law which restricted
the use of pest control products.

110

2004.
The Ontario College of Family Physicians issued a disgracefully false and misleading
Pesticide Literature Review.
25,000 d ollars (2005)
Laid law Found ation.

2005.
The Supreme Court of Canada dismissed
the case of CropLife Canada versus the City
of Toronto with costs. (CLC v T.)

―

2005.
The Pest Management Regulatory Agency of
Health Canada (PMRA) officially recognized
the role that municipalities play in the governing of pesticide use. It issued a statement indicating that communities were now
able to further regulate pest control products, including use restrictions.
2006.
The Province of Quebec implemented the
final stage of its own prohibition of pest
control products.

400–450

2006.
The Province of Ontario amended the Municipal Act, providing municipalities with
new and broader regulatory powers for the
protection of the environment and the public health and safety.
2007.

2,100

By 2008.

4,000

200,000 d ollars ov e r a
thre e –y e ar pe riod (2006–
2007) ― The Ontario Trillium Found ation (OTF), the
f inancial shie ld use d b y the
G ov e rnme nt of Ontario to
sup p ly mone y to the Env ironme ntal Te rrorist Mov e me nt.

5,000 d ollars (2007)
Laid law Found ation.

―

Almost half of all Ontarians were residing in
municipalities that had been subjected to
local prohibitions of cosmetic pesticides, including the cities or towns of Burlington,
Cornwall, Guelph, Hamilton, Kingston, London, Markham, Mississauga, Oakville, Peterborough, Saint Catharines, and Toronto.
2008.
The Province of Ontario introduced legislation for the Cosmetic Pesticides Ban Act on
April 22nd, 2008, which was, coincidentally,
Earth Day.
2008.
On June 18th, 2008, the Province of Ontario
rammed (according to the media) its Cosmetic Pesticides Ban Act through before the
legislature as it launched its grievous attack
against the Green Space Industry. A prohibition was imposed on those pest control
products used by the Professional Lawn
Care Industry and Do–It–Yourself Homeowners.
2009.

4,000

Ontario Support of REPUGNANT–CAPE
CAPE has been MASSIVELY FUNDED by The Ontario Trillium Foundation ( OTF ).
OTF is the financial shield organization used by the Government of Ontario to supply money
to Prohibition–Terrorist–Organizations like CAPE.
Here are some examples ―
●

55,000 dollars ( 2002–2003 ).

● 200,000 dollars over a three–year period ( 2006–2007 ) to strengthen CAPE operations,
and to increase its membership and long–term sustainability.

In other words, the government was secretly supplying CAPE with the PROFIT that it needed
to CONSPIRE to PROHIBIT legal and safe pest control products.
In essence, hard–earned tax dollars obtained from the Green Space Industry were re–
funnelled by Basterd–Lunatics of The Ontario Trillium Foundation to allow CAPE to further
wreak its havoc.
Do we hear the phrase « our tax dollars working against us ??? »

The CARNAGE Caused by CAPE–LUNATIC Conspiracies
According to observers, there are CONSEQUENCES of the CAPE–LUNATIC CONSPIRACIES.
If Canada is to become a haven for ENVIRONMENTAL–TERRORISM activity, companies and
investors will SHUN CANADA, and GO ELSEWHERE !
There are now very clear indications that this is occurring in the Pest Control Product Industry.
It will be many years before anybody realizes that the Canadian market is now FINISHED as
far as many chemical manufacturers are concerned.

For the foreseeable future, Canada will NO LONGER BENEFIT from ANY additional investment regarding new technologies applicable to pest control products.
That’s it. Game over.
Just like the companies that vacated the Province of Quebec in the 1970s because of a new
separatist government, chemical manufacturers have already planned their exodus from
Canada.
These manufacturers abhor operating in markets made UNSTABLE by TERRORISM, whether
it is political or environmental.
Consequently, the manufacturers are TERRIFIED at the prospect of investing hundreds of
millions of dollars on the research and registration of new products in an unstable Canada.
The exit strategies are now assured.
This exodus will apply to ALL manufacturers and distributors of pest control products that
are, in fact, FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.
There are CONSEQUENCES to the REPUGNANT–CAPE Legacy.
The CARNAGE caused by CAPE–LUNATIC CONSPIRACIES has led to DESTROYED ECONOMIES, LOST JOBS AND HARDSHIP FOR PEOPLE, and WEAKENED COMMUNITIES.

CARNAGE in Ontario and Across Canada

LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION
RENDOUS CARNAGE ―

led

to

HOR-

LOSS OF REVENUES , BUSINESS FAILURES , BANKRUPTCY , and UNEMPLOYMENT .

Because of the LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION ,
Professional Lawn Care businesses were forced to
TERMINATE many or most of their employees.
PROHIBITION inflicted TERROR , DESPAIR , and DESTITUTION on THOUSANDS of hapless victims

throughout the Professional Lawn Care Industry.
The DEVASTATION of the Professional Lawn Care Industry was EXTENSIVE because there were NO valid
economical alternatives to replace the prohibited
products.
Consequently, Professional Lawn Care Companies
were UNABLE to provide adequate weed and insect
control, and were UNABLE to keep their customers
satisfied.
In the Province of Ontario, the PROFESSIONAL LAWN
CARE INDUSTRY LOST OVER 500,000,000 DOLLARS ,
with 8,300 TO 12,500 UNEMPLOYED .
In the Province of Quebec, OVER 60 PER CENT of the
Professional Lawn Care Industry was ANNIHILATED .
All thanks to lunatics like GIDEON FORMAN .

Force Of Nature presents THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to
harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG). It is a series of Reports destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement, Governments, and the Media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas. The information presented in Force Of Nature has been developed for the education and entertainment of the reader by providing a sequence of historical events WITH COMMENTARY. The neutrality of these
Reports might be disputed. This is what we do. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it.
HUJE are identified on the basis of their statements, activities, affiliations, and whereabouts. Even though each Enviro Lunatic Culprit is a misguided
adversary, each still deserves our respect. The use of the terms Lunatic, Maniac, Culprit, Terrorist, or Basterd are not accusations of any legal wrong
doing. Force Of Nature is simply holding Enviro Lunatic Activists accountable for conspiring to change public policies that TERRORIZE, HARM, and
THREATEN the Green Space Industry.
HUJE is a term used to describe Enviro Lunatic Activists that routinely concoct FEAR MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION,
THREATS, DECEPTIONS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES that are DESIGNED to SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some
IMAGINARY DANGER with conventional pest control products. HUJE also SCAM and DECEIVE Government Officials into the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS,
and MALICIOUS CONSPIRACY to PROHIBIT conventional pest control products that are HEALTH CANADA APPROVED, FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE.
HUJE have created LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting DESPAIR and DESTITUTION for THOUSANDS of hapless victims throughout the Green Space Industry. The DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of Lunatic Culprit Terrorist Basterd HUJE is viewed as a
form of TERROR, HARM, and THREAT against the Green Space Industry.
This Report provides NO guarantee regarding accuracy or completeness. In no event shall Force Of Nature be liable for any incidental or consequential
damages, lost profits, or any indirect damages. Force Of Nature is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT of any trade association or business operating within the
Green Space Industry. The events, characters, companies, and organizations, depicted in this Report are not always fictitious. Any similarity to actual
persons, living or dead, may not be coincidental. All information, excerpts, and pictures contained in this Report were found somewhere on the Internet,
and may be considered in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes ― archive, education, promotion, publicity, or press release.
Force Of Nature, and its various incarnations, is the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his colleagues. Mr. Gathercole is a principal FOUNDER of the
Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry in BOTH Ontario and Quebec. He holds a degree in Horticulture from the UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH, and another pure and applied science degree from McGILL UNIVERSITY. He has worked in virtually all aspects of the Green Space Industry, including GOLF,
PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE, and CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, and has served in environmental compliance, government negotiations, public affairs, and
workplace safety. Mr. Gathercole has supervised, consulted, programmed, and/or overseen the successful and safe execution of HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of pest control applications in the urban landscape. He has trained, instructed, and consulted with THOUSANDS of turf managers and technicians. Mr. Gathercole has also been an agricultural agronomist. For many years, Mr. Gathercole was a contributing columnist for TURF & Recreation
Magazine, Canada’s Turf and Grounds Maintenance Authority.
Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues have followed the evolution of LUNATIC ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM for over a quarter century. For FIFTEEN
YEARS, the strategies designed and implemented by Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues guaranteed the control of the VERMIN OF ENVIRONMENTAL
TERROR for the entire Modern Green Space Industry across Canada. Their involvement in Environmental Issues reached a fevered pitch in the 1990s,
when he orchestrated, with his colleagues, legal action against the Forces of Environmental Evil in the Town of Hudson, Quebec.
Today, Mr. Gathercole is the ONLY TRUE RELIABLE WITNESS of the Hudson Affair. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited for crafting the Golf Industry
Exception Status that endures to this day. He is also the creator of the signs that are now used for posting after application. He and his colleagues are
recognized as THE MAJOR INFLUENCE for the decision by Canadian Cancer Society to STOP selling for profit PESTICIDE–TREATED DAFFODILS. Mr.
Gathercole’s vast knowledge of our long journey with Environmental Issues is UNDENIABLE ― hopefully ! Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his
name continues to appear as FOUNDER of Force Of Nature.
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